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description of Classical.
Similarly The Jesus And

Mary Chain's `Psychocandy', Lou

Reed's 'Metal Machine Music' and

Creedence Clearwater Revival would
all be branded as Rock, yet listen to
them back-to-back and you'd doubt
they came from the same planet
- never mind are all part of the same
so-called genre!

Perhaps we should instead

just heed the words of Alban
Berg to George Gershwin when
the American songwriter felt too
embarrassed to play some of his own

work to the great composer and was
told,"Mr Gershwin, music is music".
JM

TRANSPORTS OF DELIGHT

I am trying to track down someone

able to service an old Sony Walkman

Pro and a Nakamichi BX300e cassette

deck. Do you have any ideas where I

can start? I have been out of the hi-fi

game for a while and have no idea.

Kind Regards

Johnny Hickman

very least will need a good service if
you're to get the best from them!

Let's start with the BX300. Lack
of rewind/fast forward and poor
takeup (with resultant damage to
tapes) can usually be attributed
to the idler that couples the drive
motor to the spools.Thankfully,
idlers are still available (around £5
online). However, later machines
benefitted from a redesigned and
longer -lasting part which is almost
unobtainable today. If yours is
problem -free in this area, chances
are it's fitted.

BX300 heads - Nak 'specials' -

can lead long lives if owners have
looked after them. Cases of extreme
wear aren't, however, unknown. If
you're hearing a crackle, distortion
or the absence of audio on one or
more channels in playback and/or
record, though, the heads aren't
responsible.The culprits are instead
certain capacitors in the electronics.
Over time, they can deteriorate or
even fail altogether.

These components are nearly
always orange in colour, thus the

control chip might have failed; sadly,
replacements are difficult to obtain
nowadays.

It will almost certainly go
to Silicon Heaven after being
accidentally -connected to a power
supply of 'inverted' DC polarity.
Over the years, many WM-D6Cs
have been damaged by such

practice - they were heavy battery -

consumers, and users were tempted
to try alternative power sources.The
proprietary record -playback head is
very resilient but wear isn't unknown
- especially if the cue/review facilities
were in regular use (as a journalist's
`note -taker'?).

Equipment of this standard needs
specialist treatment. But without
seeing the machines, it's difficult
to assess their condition and what
would be required to bring them
back to the manufacturer's specifi-
cation. In any case, you don't list any
specific ailments. Our throwaway
society has alas led to the demise
of the repair workshop (a problem
discussed in my column last
month) and I am not in a position

The Nakamichi BX300e was the first 'serious' cassette deck in their range - and very popular at
the time. With three superb heads and twin -capstan transport, it made fine recordings.

These decks, as you clearly

recognise, are well worth keeping.
Both have been featured in Olde
Worlde and are capable of excellent
results.You'll be amazed at how good
cassettes (including pre-recorded
material) can sound when played on
them. Sony's Walkman Professional is
rightly considered as a classic, while

the BX300 gave cassette enthusiasts
a taste of the effortless Nal< 3 -head
performance at a comparatively -

affordable level.

You don't say what's functionally -

wrong with your machines, what
condition they are in, when they
were last used or how they have
been stored and maintained.They
date back to the '80s and at the

term 'OCD' (orange cap disease)!
Replacing these (and, at the same
time, ageing electrolytics), checking/
replacing the spool-idler/drive belts/
pinch -rollers and giving the machine
a good general service (including
head/capstan cleaning and demagne-

tisation) will usually make a well
cared -for machine as good as new.

Then there's the Sony.This is,
like so much Japanese equipment of
its era, very reliable.The grease used
in various parts of the mechanism
can harden, necessitating a time-
consuming strip -down (if your
machine won't take up or wind/
rewind properly, this is a common
cause). Does your machine play
too fast? Then the motor speed -

to recommend a local repairer
(assuming you can even find one!).

Unless you're very lucky, then,
be prepared to ship your hardware
`out of town'.To prevent couriers
from adding extra faults, ensure
everything's very well -packed

(cocoon the decks generously in
bubble -wrap!), place 'fragile' notices

on the cartons and take out extra
insurance - just in case.

I am familiar with both decks
and am in a position to carry out
services and repairs - provided I can
source any replacement parts that
may be needed! My contact details
(Tekktalk) are listed in the 'Classic
Contacts' section at the back of this
magazine. MP
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